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Introduction 

 

Several factors affect one’s ability to terminate a primary love relationship. Navigating 

the tension between leaving and staying, embracing and pushing away proves exhausting to both 

parties. The strain is further heightened for Christians, who are called to a life of reconciliation 

and for whom marriage is held up as the ultimate location of the reconciled and reconciling life. 

But for people from traditional West African backgrounds, where there are set rules of 

engagement and disengagement, divorce becomes even more difficult because it entails not only 

the separation of the two immediate people in the relationship, but also of the two families that 

have been brought together through the union and by extension, the ancestors, the spiritual 

guardians of the families.  

While the theological and sometimes sociocultural issues involved are often in the 

foreground of considerations, there are also hidden psychodynamic undercurrents that prove the 

greatest hindrance to the work of ending ailing relationships and may frustrate the work of 

pastoral counseling. Current approaches to pastoral divorce care in West Africa interweave 

conservative theology with existing cultural norms and African worldviews (Acolatse, 2002).
1
 

Often such an approach is detrimental to the psychological, spiritual, and physical well-being of 

the couple, particularly of women living in such largely patriarchal societies. The stories of two 

West African women may help illustrate this point. By means of their stories, I will explore the 

sociological background and current Christian theology used in marital counseling through a 

reframed Reformed lens, giving attention to Jungian psychology as it pertains to individual 

formation and empowerment.  

 

Lydia was a 39-year-old Nigerian woman in an emotionally abusive marriage. 

Her Christian and cultural sensibilities did not permit her to share her story with 

her community for fear that she would be stigmatized and ostracized. For years 

she had fasted and prayed for miraculous healing of her marriage, but her 

husband finally filed for divorce and threatened to take her two small children. 

Confused and anxious with few resources for long legal battles and the threat of 

job loss if she kept going back and forth to court, Lydia was at the end of what 

seemed a long rope. Sleep brought little rest and what little rest Lydia had was 

plagued with dreams that she did not understand, usually of her as a passenger in 

a car or of driving a farm tractor. Her pastor counseled her to be patient and to 

continue to be submissive to her husband until God turned things around.  

 

Thirty-five-year-old Ghanaian petty-trader, Abena, was in a marriage both 

physically and emotionally abusive. Her birth mother and Church mothers 

encouraged her to stay in the marriage and watch, the former giving advice from 

the cultural perspective and the latter from both the cultural and Christian 
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perspectives, often admonishing her with God’s attitude to divorce. Abena was 

distraught and torn between staying and leaving the marriage. Worse than the 

physical pain was her confusion about the right course of action. She recalled 

several dreams in which she found herself tossed about in a deep sea, unable to 

swim ashore and drowning. But the constant dream was one in which she found 

herself at a bus station waiting for a bus and then waking up just as the bus, with 

passengers aboard, arrived at her station. Her pastor explained to her that the 

dream meant that death would pass over her since she had a “strong soul,” or 

essence.  

 

In the African context, dreams are understood as avenues for insight, but they always 

have spiritual connotations, and so these women’s dreams were explained to them by their 

pastors as spiritual messages. The pastors Abena and Lydia consulted about their abusive 

marriages enjoined them to remain in their marriages, to submit to their husbands as instructed in 

Scripture, and to trust God to turn the marriages around. This approach to counseling, in which 

their dreams were interpreted for them and in which the women were told what to do, did not 

help resolve their dilemma, because it did not empower them to become actors in their own 

situations or to make the appropriate decisions. Counseling must empower these women to 

discern for themselves the proper stance and action to take in their circumstances, given their 

theological sensibilities and cultural situations.  

 This essay will outline a path for pastoral care to those ending marriage in ways that 

foster wholeness for the individual while at the same time retaining theological integrity and 

cultural sensitivity.  

 

Part 1: Sociocultural Issues Associated with Marriage, Family, and Divorce in West Africa 

 

Commitment 

 

 The dilemma and ambivalence that characterize the process of exiting unhealthy 

relationships are usually heightened in divorce because of understandings of marital 

commitment. And marital commitments and how they are perceived and lived out are constricted 

by cultural norms and expectations. While commitments are necessary for every relationship, the 

self-recrimination and harsh judgments provoked by divorce underscore that marital commitment 

belongs to a genus of “explicit, expressed interpersonal commitment” that entails “promises, 

contract, vows” (Farley, 2007, p. 347). Within the Christian ceremony the couple gives away 

something of their freedom, as each invites the other to circumscribe life and thus individuality 

to eternity. “To give my word is to ‘place’ a part of myself or something that belongs to me, into 

another person’s ‘keeping’”; it is to “dwell in the other by means of my word” (p. 349). Such 

“giving” and “keeping” challenges the couple entering as well as exiting marriage. But in the 

West African context, where individual and corporate identity are often intermingled, familial 

involvement is explicit and extensive in both entering and exiting marriage in a way that may be 

considered intrusive to Western minds.  
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Architecture of West African Marriage 

 

Marriage in West Africa is a tightly woven interfamilial relationship with a psycho-

spiritual component (sometimes with a Christian / civil overlay). While all marriages contain a 

contractual element (Even in modern Christian weddings, we witness this in the civil 

pronouncements.), traditional West African marriages contain elaborate rites to underscore this 

contractual element, depicted by the overt involvement of the extended family in the ceremony. 

The fact that it is two extended families and not merely individuals that are being joined together 

is underscored by the absence of the bride and groom until the last few moments of the 

ceremony. Only then is the bride, and in more recent times the groom, brought out for approval 

as it were of either side.
2
 The families offer thanks to the ancestors before the two are presented 

to each other and their union acknowledged. The families implore the ancestors through libation 

to bless and maintain this union, as well as to curse all who hate the couple. While there is no 

theological ethos as such, from a Christian perspective there is a deep psycho-spiritual 

component present in these rites that acknowledges a connection (beyond the physical bodies 

joined together) at both the individual and familial levels. The advent of Christianity and 

Western civil laws has added another layer to the process of becoming married: civil ceremonies 

and church blessing / weddings, which many combine with the traditional marriage ceremonies.  

It is important to note that at this psycho-spiritual level, the binding commitments 

transcend the two individuals in the relationship, for they include the extended families and also 

the ancestors, the spiritual guardians of the families. When the family culture is healthy, and 

differentiation and individuation have taken place, and when there is clear “leaving” that allows 

these individuals to “cleave” and form a new unit within the larger matrix, there are enormous 

benefits and promises of the extended family as guardians of the relationship (Anderson & Fite, 

1993; Friedman, 1985; Bowen, 1978). But the commitments the individuals make to each other 

can be manipulated by the expectations of the families and can be subsumed by the commitment 

to the larger familial expectations. In cases where adequate differentiation from family of origin 

has been hampered, familial expectations can crowd out the commitments made between the 

partners. Since commitments shape us, the larger and more convoluted their extent, the more 

stretched one can become. And if others set the agenda for one’s becoming / being, one’s identity 

can become more distorted and possibly “boundariless,” a continual being-in-process with no 

real rootedness, which spells certain death to the self. Simone De Beauvoir refers to this kind of 

deathly existence when she explores the death-dealing life experienced when one navigates the 

present while living under subjugation without possibility of escape. People in these 

circumstances are usually submissive women she calls “the called”: women who portray a 

certain “laziness and timidity in their resignation” (1948, p. 48). The images that run through 

Abena’s and Lydia’s dreams are examples of the effects of such subjugation and the unconscious 

desire to extricate themselves from the situation and direct their own lives.  

 

Expectations of Men and Women in West African Marriage 

 

What makes such a situation more difficult, especially for women, is the gendered face of 

the sources and assumed reasons for marital conflict. In West African cultures such as Ghana, 

Nigeria, and Togo, not only are wives blamed for the causes of failed marriages, but they bear 

the covert expectation that wives are the custodians and sustainers of the relationship. The wife is 

confronted with well-meant, but misguided advice about searching within herself (a nonexistent 
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self in psychological parlance) to find the cause of the husband’s behavior. She is often expected 

to take physical and emotional abuse as her lot: “It is a woman’s part,” the elders say.
3
 Ironically, 

many of the sources of marital conflict are female in-laws, especially siblings of the husband if 

inheritance follows matrilineal bloodlines. While the elders of the two families usually mediate 

conflict, until there are tangible changes on the husband’s part, the wife has limited options 

(short of returning to her parents’ home), and the culture provides her little avenue for immediate 

resolution.  

 Because polygamy is accepted in these societies, a man who is unfulfilled in a marriage 

may marry another woman without recrimination; such options are unavailable to women, 

however. A woman may be left in the state of matrimony with no real husband as such, yet the 

extended family continues to view her as “our wife,” and she is expected to function in public 

with the appropriate wifely posturing. For some, especially those who were never fully embraced 

by the husband’s extended family, the cultural expectation to act as wife leaves her in a double 

bind. If she does act as wife, her posture might be rejected, and if she does not, she might be 

faulted for cultural impropriety and shunned, thus losing that extended community to which she 

belonged by marriage. In addition, a woman’s own family may encourage her to hold on so that 

the family may avoid their duty to dissolve the marriage by returning to the husband’s family the 

official drink with which her marriage was sealed. Since this drink is, in essence, the same one 

used in propitiating the ancestors and invoking their blessings on the union, to return the drink is 

to gather back the libation from the ancestors.  

For African-Christian women, the situation is further complicated by the theological 

understanding not to put asunder what God has put together,
4
 and they are enjoined by both 

elderly women (some with similar experiences) and pastors to live up to the scriptural mandate 

of submission to the husband and thereby the extended family.
5
 Many counselors advise that in 

such circumstances, God will honor the woman’s unquestioned obedience and turn the marriage 

around. When, despite many prayers and an ever-worsening situation, this promise of God’s 

intervention is not forthcoming, counselors enjoin the woman to undertake the spiritual 

discipline of perseverance and fortitude. But no substantive spiritual growth derived from service 

and submission to a spouse in a nonreciprocal relationship has been found to be theologically 

adequate and psychologically functional. In fact, masochistic submission is likely to be the norm 

(Meadow, 1980). 

 

Part  2: Theological Dimensions of Marriage and Divorce in Reformed Perspective 

 

“The origins of marriage are as obscure as the human race itself” (Scott & Warren, 2007, 

p. 31), but whatever its genesis and its socio-biological basis, religious people, especially 

Christians, have understood God as the author of marriage, and the creation account in Genesis, 

in which the human pair is commanded to “be fruitful and multiply” (Genesis 1: 28), is adduced 

for this concept. In Reformed thought, this understanding takes on the additional dimensions of 

call and response in obedience according to the Scriptures. Biblical principles, however, are 

explained and understood through dynamic cultural and often specific denominational lenses. 

Here I am concerned with the changing meaning of scriptural understandings of marriage and 

divorce through a Reformed lens, particularly that of John Calvin, a reformer; Karl Barth, a 

modern Reformed theologian; and Richard Hays, a New Testament scholar. I employ their 

theological insights for various reasons, but for two in particular. First, all three are Scripture-

centered in a way that is germane to the African context, where many churches do not have 
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formally trained pastors and thus rely on their own scriptural interpretations for pastoral work. 

Second, the writings on gendered existence by Calvin and Barth, both of whom loom large in 

Reformed thought, show psychological insightfulness that allows for a more nuanced reading of 

their seemingly male-centered exegesis.  

 Calvin, exploring biblical understandings of marriage, sees marriage as inviolable and 

admitting to no divorce. For him marriage is a vocation for both spiritual and earthly life, where 

the earthly manifestation works out of one’s election to the spiritual life. His exegeses and 

expositions on biblical passages that allude to marriage imply an inherent hierarchical 

relationship between the couple intent in maintaining order, since sin is envisaged primarily as 

that which produces disorder and further, post fall, produces more disorder (Calvin, CO 49.571).
6
  

Calvin’s understanding of the ordering of the male-female interpersonal relationship is based in 

his understanding of the relation within the modes of the Godhead. For Calvin, created order 

implies relational order. In the same manner that the Father begets the Son, and the Spirit 

proceeds from the Father and the Son, there is inherently a First, a Second, and a Third person: 

an order which moreover is logically irreversible. He compares this ordered existence among the 

Godhead to the created and ordered existence of male and female and thus insists that such 

ordered existence is not limited to merely the marital relationship, but pertains in all spheres of 

life, with limited exceptions. For instance, certain monarchies, such as the British Empire, are 

ruled by females, who thereby exercise authority over men in their domain. So Calvin, in a 

sermon, can have a wife say, “I must walk in all sobriety and modesty knowing that men have 

this degree of superiority, so that it is necessary for them to dominate: and that woman who will 

want to exempt herself from it forgets the law of nature and perverts that which ought to be 

observed as God commands it.”(Calvin, Sermons…Corinthiens, p. 724). 
 
At the same time, in his 

several sermons on the dynamics of the male-female relationships, he notes the mutual 

subjection of the sexes to each other
7
 and the importance of their common need for dependence 

on God. Moreover woman as mother is honored over all because 

 

for, first of all, no one could be in the world if he had not been created by a father 

and a mother. And has not God said, “Honor your father and your mother”? If I 

despise women, I must reject myself. For where did I come from? And by what 

means did God create me? Did he not give me my mother who was above me, and 

to whom I owe honor? And in the person of my mother, don’t I owe it to all 

women? (Calvin, Sermons…Timothée, p. 217, translated and cited in Baldwin, 

1991)  

 

 But ultimately, sin and its resultant disruption of the whole order of creation necessitates 

a reordering, a “policing” in Calvin’s original parlance, to contain the disruption and consequent 

disorder. Calvin’s proposal for containing disorder / sin by the hierarchical ordering of marriage 

does not appear to take seriously the implications of two redeemed and sanctified persons who 

are being “conformed to the whole measure of the fullness of Christ”(Eph. 4:12-13 NIV) . Or 

does he take into account that the hierarchical ordering of marriages has not mitigated the 

disorder (that is the sin, the human brokenness, especially in the form of spousal abuse) that he 

fears? In the light of the work of grace and the new humanity that one is becoming in Christ, one 

would suppose that for Christians in marriage, an asymmetrical ordering of their relational 

functioning and gifting, according to Calvin’s own assertion of vocation, would be the 

determining factor in who leads or retains primary responsibility for the relationship at any given 
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time. In this way, the relationship truly retains the original intent of creation of human beings as 

male and female, demonstrating Trinitarian perichoretic echoes of Imago Dei in their 

partnership.
8
  

 In the twentieth century, however, Barth, provides a nuanced understanding of marriage 

as a vocation that makes room for both the tensive unity between individual and joint vocation as 

it relates to the commitment of marriage as well as the possibility of dissolution. For Barth, 

though marriage is a call to which the two enter in obedience to God with the blessing of the 

fellowship of the church and the witness of the state, it is also a call in which the individual 

identity, tied to vocation, is not negated nor made redundant by being collapsed into the life of 

the other (CD III/4, p. 190). In properly Reformed stance (a balance of divine sovereignty and 

human freedom), though they freely choose each other, their choosing is in obedience to God 

and therefore overrides any affinity for each other that draws them together. “That love rests 

upon the discovery and realization of this firm fact, that it is not merely a choice by the hitting 

upon an objective right and necessary choice that has already been made—this is what serious 

love thinks, and hopes, and believes” (p. 196). The vocabulary Barth employs here and its 

implications on the question of marriage and divorce need to be underscored: “this is what 

serious love thinks, hopes, and believes.” To think, hope, and believe indicates an underlying 

uncertainty while yet fully knowing—a kind of bodily sense of knowing. Human fallibility, in 

this sense, allows room for the possibility of having discerned such call inaccurately.  

 

The Work of Marriage 

 

 Having established the basic entrance into the marital relationship as one both given to 

and chosen by the couple, Barth goes on to state this marriage then becomes their life’s work, 

which he distinguishes from chore. The freedom that attends their choice of each other allows 

them to be and do for each other gladly, and underscores the volitional integrity of their 

individual as well as communal life together. 

 

Precisely the life-partnership of genuine marriage emancipates man as man and woman 

as woman and both in their particularity. It is as man and woman, with their individual 

characteristics that they are truly together in marriage, having learned to know one 

another, and to win each other’s love, thus freeing and being freed by one another. (p. 

190) 

 

While written from a theological perspective, these words have deep psychological echoes, and 

open to a double-pronged interpretation for maintaining or dissolving a marriage. The freedom 

for living truly with and for one another comes from the certainty of the permanence of the 

commitment and acts as foundation and interpsychic space for the work of individual and mutual 

development. 

 While there is the assurance that the work of marriage allows the couple to flourish as a 

unit and as individuals, sometimes the obverse is also possible: that no amount of work maintains 

a relationship, ensures zest in the couple, and restores a languishing marriage. The primary 

theological question in these circumstances, which involves continuing or severing the 

relationship, is whether the individual’s vocation
 9
 is to be subjected to the vocation of the union 

of marriage, in which case staying married at all costs becomes the appropriate response to 

God’s call.  
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It is usually in navigating the tensions between the two life tasks (that of becoming an 

individual self before God and of becoming one flesh) that most couples get stuck and the reason 

they seek pastoral counseling to acquire some theological clarity to help them move forward. 

This is the crucial issue both Lydia and Abena are entangled in. To appropriately address these 

conflicting responsibilities to God, self, and spouse with integrity, the pastor or counselor needs 

to be cognizant not just of the theological questions, but how cultural contexts imagine the 

scriptural injunctions and may adversely affect counseling. Attention should also be given to 

other possible factors (especially psychological and emotional) of the counselees that may work 

against them, exacerbating his or her indecision to live fully in the relationship or in becoming 

divorced.  

 

Reconsidering Divorce in Reformed Thought 

 

Our brief theological explorations from the two Reformed perspectives above indicate 

that both Calvin and Barth assume marriage to be a lifetime partnership admitting of no divorce. 

Yet both, especially Barth, leave wiggle room for the freedom to interpret Scripture for the 

particular context and situation, and in this instance for the possibility, even though not 

probability, of divorce. Though the Scriptures enjoin that those whom God has put together not 

be  put asunder (Mt 19:6 and parallels), it is impossible, according to Barth, to know if indeed 

God has put any two (always male and female for Barth) together. For  

 

how can any part of this purely human action and fulfilment be a substitute for, or even a 

guarantee and token of, the divine joining together which makes their marriage so 

naturally a permanent indissoluble union? There is no marriage, not even the best, in 

which human beings can exercise control over this its divine foundation, or even have a 

sure and direct knowledge of it. It does not lie in their hands or even in their 

consciousness. (CD III/4, p. 208)  

 

It is not certainty, but faith that secures a marriage and the calling to it for the one and 

both. The two called together in this covenant of marriage may not know for certain that they 

have been joined together, for it is not the vows per se, whether before civil or even ecclesial 

authorities, that make the marriage a calling, and “automatically implies and indicates that God 

has joined them together and that permanence and indissolubility attach to their union” (ibid, 

p.208). With this understanding, it is unconscionable to require of all couples that they may not 

be separated under any circumstance, especially when certitude is not accorded even to the 

primary people in the relationship (pp. 208-209). With such determination then, certain unions 

are dissoluble since there is no joining together in God’s eyes. At the same time, this very lack of 

knowledge, of certitude, should act as a deterrent against rushing into divorce, because one may 

be putting asunder what God has indeed put together. For Barth, even the worst couples 

(unsuited, mismatched) are not that radically different in their calling to believe and to walk in 

faith of their union from blissfully happy couples. For both types of couples, the commandment 

regarding marriage, divorce, and remarriage, equally applies.  

What Lydia and Abena desire is a way both to be faithful to Scripture and to live their 

lives with integrity, and the two Reformed theologians offer us a holding ground for doing so 

with faithfulness. Calvin’s latitude in accommodating female leadership in public spheres when 

necessary as well as Barth’s distinction between faith and certitude, with the former rather than 
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the later as the basis for marriage, both offer freedom in discerning care and counseling, 

especially with women like Lydia and Abena. A certain theology of ambiguity which may, 

nevertheless, be gleaned from these biblically-centered Reformed theologians makes it possible 

to recast biblical texts in fresh ways as the context requires and to allow for judicious 

extrapolation that overcomes rigid interpretations bordering on traditionalism that has nothing in 

common with the real tradition of the Scriptures. Additionally, Barth understands the Word as 

always an act of God that takes place afresh within given circumstances. And his emphasis on 

the sovereignty of God (and hence the Scriptures) is balanced with an equally robust and 

dynamic operation of the Spirit, a concept very familiar to African-Christian thought, despite the 

peculiar problems that attend the latter’s pneumatology (Acolatse 2002, 2010).  

 

Divorce in the New Testament: A Pastoral Wisdom 

 

Barth’s point about the enactment of God’s word for new circumstances is evident in 

Scripture when injunctions have been modified or abrogated in certain cases (Ezek. 18:2 and Jer. 

31:29). In the case of marriage, divorce, and remarriage, New Testament theologian Richard 

Hays points to the simultaneous “deep unity and yet bewildering diversity” of the five pertinent 

texts within the Gospels and epistles (1996, p. 361), and offers us a pastoral road map for care of 

souls in marital distress. Noting that the earliest possible source of Jesus’ teaching on the subject 

is the Pauline text in 1 Corinthians 7:10-16, Hays argues that Paul here obviously is utilizing the 

teaching of Jesus in the Gospels to address, in a very pastoral fashion, questions and problems 

regarding marriage, divorce, and remarriage in the Gentile church in Corinth. So while the force 

of Paul’s argument is based in the Damascus Code (of which he is clearly aware), his advice on 

the issues involves a pastoral approach that takes the context into consideration and enjoins the 

seeking community / individuals to engage in discernment. The litmus test for knowing that they 

have properly discerned God’s will is whether the decision allows them to live at peace with all 

humanity. This is their reason for being, their vocation: to participate in “that eschatological 

peace” (p. 361) to which God has called the church and all who belong in it. Considerations for 

divorce, like marriage, are taken out of the individual sphere and placed back into the community 

where they belong. It has been Church practice since (Roman Catholic and Protestant) to uphold 

the New Testament injunction against divorce while at the same time expanding “the range of 

situations considered as exceptions to the rule and thus extending the hermeneutical trajectory 

demonstrated by the New Testament texts themselves” (p. 370).  

 

Part 3: Psychodynamic Issues Related to Ambivalence and Disengagement 

from Unhealthy Relational Commitments 

 

It is against this sociocultural and theological backdrop that a West African pastoral 

counselor engages those in languishing relationships, particularly women paralyzed by limited 

choices and convoluted circumstances. Often, with no real recourse to address marital conflict in 

a manner conducive for all, the partners repress hostile feelings toward each other, which further 

escalates the tension between them and fuels greater conflict, thus leading to more repression and 

sometimes, depending on the husband and the particular cultural conflict, even withdrawal of the 

woman from public. Even where no physical abuse is involved, in a culture of enormous 

relational contact, to withdraw from public life and to disengage from one’s relationships when 

the primary relationship is suffering is a painfully debilitating problem. In this atmosphere the 
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woman feels surrounded by community that both embraces and rejects her by their attitude and 

actions. This heightens her inability to act because she is unable to negotiate the contradictory 

normative expectations within the familial and social structures and is thus caught in 

ambivalence and indecision. 

 

Factors and dynamics of ambivalence  

 

Various factors affect decision–making, and the theological and sociological aspects 

addressed above become intensified for the individual, especially in the area of divorce because 

of the meaning and ramifications of marital commitment. Beyond these obvious factors, 

however, are the psychodynamic causes—usually an interweaving of biological drives, 

intrapsychic conflicts, unresolved childhood needs, certain typical character patterns, and 

environmental pressures (Kildhal, 1990, DPCC). My focus will be on the intrapsychic 

component as it relates to ambivalence in decision-making.  

Ambivalence conceptualized at two levels, the social (sociological) and individual 

(psychological), is the simultaneously held opposing feelings or emotions that are due partly to 

countervailing expectations about how individuals should act. But in a culture where corporate 

identity is valued over individual identity and one’s self-construal is based in the former 

(Acolatse, 2009), agency is rather difficult to affirm for oneself. When the individual is caught in 

this contradictory mode, what begins as sociological ambivalence becomes intensified in 

psychological ambivalence. The psychological ambivalence, which has been conceptualized in 

the literature on attachment as basically subjective and evident in cognitions, emotions, and 

motivations (Lüscher & Pillemer, 1998; Smelser 1998),
10
 becomes an indicator of the structured 

set of social relations, of which marriage is the primary type.  

 

Effects of ambivalence in conflictual relationships.  

 

Extricating oneself from such a predicament is difficult for the West African wife. This is 

because in African cultures as in most collectivistic ones, secondary control coping (changing 

one’s feelings and thoughts to adjust to the environment) is the preferred mode of coping with 

stressful situations (Lam & Zane, 2004, p. 447). Individuals socialized to be interdependent and 

to promote group cohesion have a connected sense of self and a strong desire to maintain 

harmony and conform to group norms. The external environment becomes a guide to one’s 

behavior rather than a tool for confirming internal attributes. In such cases it is more desirable to 

alter the self to adapt and accommodate to one’s environment than the obverse (p. 448). Even 

when such individuals live in Western cultures where primary coping (changing the environment 

to fit the individual’s needs) prevails, secondary control is still the preferred coping strategy, 

since cultural values tend to acculturate at a slower rate than behaviors. That being the case, there 

is usually observable incongruence between the individual’s internal attributes and sense of self 

and her behaviors, as she struggles to align behavior with cultural norms rather than internal 

attributes. Of course the interplay of these forces continues to mold the self. If there is a great 

degree of difference between the internal attributes and those to which one is expected to 

conform in the environment, undue intrapsychic stress may erupt, requiring appropriate 

channeling (especially in interpersonal relationships) in a manner that helps and heals both 

individuals. 
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 Since men and women handle conflict differently, even in cultures where secondary 

coping is the preferred strategy in conflict, the effect is more telling on females than on males. 

Research on marital conflict and immune function suggests that marital conflict adversely affects 

cardiovascular and endocrinological systems of both genders, but its impact is noted to be 

severer on women (Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 1993, p. 406-407). The link between depression and 

marital distress has also been observed in psychosomatic medicine. While psychosomatic effects 

of close relationships, as well as their link to psychological well-being have been documented, 

(Gouin JP et al., 2010; Kiecolt-Glaser et al., 1987, 1993; Malarkey,WB, 1994) I want to draw 

attention to the intrapsychic components of psychological distress, especially those ensuing from 

ambivalence and how that plays out in the life of the women we encountered earlier.  

 In my conversations and counseling with women such as Lydia and Abena both in the 

United States and in West Africa, a common thread runs through their stories—feelings of being 

hemmed in, caught in a whirlwind, and thrown into a bottomless pit. Women in ailing marriages 

who have community support (sometimes due to the indifference of husbands) find an outlet for 

some of the distress. Others, however, encounter external social strain, especially when in-laws 

side with the husband or when well-meaning family and friends of the wife encourage her to be 

strong and stay in the relationship. Instead of social networks offering opportunity for increased 

psychological well-being and physical health as demonstrated in recent studies (Pargament, 

1997; Ellison, 1998), the obverse occurs. Feeling out of control and confused, these women are 

likely to internalize their distress, which often manifests in psychic life through dreams. At first 

brush, these dreams often seem unrelated to the women’s immediate concerns and situation. 

Lydia and Abena both reported what seemed to them bizarre dreams that were seemingly 

unrelated to the conflict and contexts of their situations. It is this phenomenon that Ann Ulanov 

(1988) terms the “wisdom of the psyche.”
11
 It is as though during the restful moments of the 

night, when the body which houses the brain is out of the way, what is hidden under 

subconscious process comes to the fore.  

Lydia’s dreams in which she finds herself as a passenger in a car and at other times finds 

herself driving a farm tractor have a twist that speaks of the psychic dimensions of the presenting 

issue, namely her desire to take charge of her life. In my counseling with her, she recounts a 

variation of the same dream in which the car driver was unrecognizable. At a point in the journey 

in the dark of night, she finds that the car is screeching on the road and discovers that the tires 

are no longer attached to the wheels. When the car makes a stop at an intersection, attracting the 

attention of several onlookers, she awakes. Aspects of another dream scene, in which she finds 

herself driving a farm tractor, were the most confusing, since she does not know how to drive 

and has never sat behind a wheel. A recurring phenomenon in Abena’s dreams is one in which 

she is tossed about in the ocean, drowning and unable to swim ashore. This dream alternates with 

one in which she is at a bus station waiting for a bus but wakes up just as the bus, already porting 

passengers, arrives.  

Given the theological and sociocultural content of African-Christian living so far 

articulated, as well as the noted limited opportunities for formal theological training for many 

pastors, counseling is often based in a blend of conservative theological reading of the Bible 

coupled with a strong African spiritual worldview. Prior to our meeting, Abena had sought out 

several pastors, all of whom had interpreted her dreams to her as indicative of her trumping death 

time and again. Because Abena was gifted with “a strong soul,” death, portrayed as the bus as 

well as its driver, had had to leave her behind on each of these trips while porting a busload of 

other victims. She found that the interpretations and their counsel gave her little relief, for she 
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felt more dead than alive, was listless and unhappy, and was consumed with her decision about 

ending or staying in her marriage. And the bizarre dreams continued.  

 

A Jungian Approach to Dreamwork 

 

 The richest understanding of the psyche, psychic space, and psychic activity is offered us 

through the work of C. G. Jung. Jung’s analytical psychology, based largely on his understanding 

of the archetype, provides an avenue for exploring psychic content and for guiding people with 

dreamwork. Especially for these women, his insights will allow the counselor to enable them to 

encounter themselves anew as powerful autonomous individuals with an interior space and a 

capacity for conceiving and generating solutions. His theory of the archetype
12
 evolved out of his 

own self-analysis (some of which was in Africa), as well from his work with others. He 

discovered that the imagery we experience during dreams falls into perceptible patterns 

(Samuels, 1997, p. 25), and hypothesized that the human mind has certain modes of perception 

that organize the world into archetypal or collective patterns. He coined the term collective 

unconscious to denote the inherited propensity to perceive reality through these primordial 

forms. In addition to the collective unconscious, Jung hypothesized a personal unconscious, 

which was more particularized; that is, it belonged to the individual. Thus Jung distinguishes two 

groups of complexes. The first emanates from painful personal experiences, resulting in lasting 

psychic wounds that are more readily understood because one can account for them. The second 

set of complexes  

 

is obscure and difficult to understand because it has to do with perceptions or 

impressions of the collective unconscious…. At bottom they [these complexes] 

are irrational contents of which the individual had never been conscious before. 

(Jung, 1966 CW, vol. 8, para. 594)  

 

It is this second set of complexes that is most pertinent to our discussion and pastoral work with 

these two women: the psychical entities that have never been in consciousness previously and 

that are related to the individual in a more impersonal way, coupled with a further distinctive 

characteristic of the psyche—its tendency toward wholeness in its natural state, a capacity 

evidenced in the striving to become whole by drawing on its own resources, and its 

compositeness, its ability to hold together opposing elements such as its dark and light sides.  

 In its work toward wholeness or individuation, not egocentrism, but a coming to the self, 

which is the center of the whole psyche, the ego loses its autonomy to the self by submitting to it 

through the promptings of the psyche. Sometimes these promptings are through dreams, the 

content of which compensates for the one-sided life of the ego by interjecting elements that the 

individual has either consciously rejected or unconsciously repressed. Other avenues through 

which the psyche manifests itself are unconscious wishes, fears, and fantasies, which again may 

easily find their way into dream life. 

 In considering the dreams of the two women above, the insights of Jung give a feasible 

avenue for offering psychological interpretations that can be used in tandem with the spiritual 

perspective of West African pastors (as well as intercultural practitioners) for counseling.  
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Discernment in Ending Relationships: A Theoretical Framework 

 

In light of our discussions so far, we can fashion a three-strand approach of African 

sociocultural understandings of marriage and divorce, Reformed theology, and psychodynamics 

to aid individuals, especially women, who are struggling with difficult marital situations. If what 

we have explicated from a Reformed theological perspective is in order, then as already 

indicated, the pastoral counselor has adequate theological footing in guiding the careseeker 

toward a biblically-centered and culturally-explicated solution that is psychologically functional. 

Further, since the Scriptures adduced to inform the decision against divorce are spoken within a 

culture that bears a certain kinship to the African culture, we can make some inferences about the 

former that carry over to the latter. I want to suggest a provisional reframing of Jesus’ words, 

“therefore what God has put together, let no man put asunder,” that further nuances the usual 

exegesis with a contextual understanding that might facilitate counseling in the West African 

context. I suggest, especially in view of corporate identity life in Mediterranean cultures, that it is 

possible to conceive of the saying “that which God has joined together” in broader terms that 

include families brought together with the couples’ union. This broader union will endure as one 

flesh fashioned by the union of two in their progeny regardless of the sundering of the couple.  

West African marriage ritual and what it symbolizes underscores the point being made 

here about the possibility of interpreting Jesus’ words as both descriptive and prescriptive for the 

larger familial unit and not just the couple. The African understanding of the psycho-spiritual 

fusion of two families by the couples’ union, in which divorce is really a foreign concept (hence 

as one that admits of no divorce), remains so. That is to say, the disintegration of the couple’s 

union does not mean a dissolution of the family birthed from it. In fact, in the case of the death of 

a spouse, especially when there are children, the families expect the remaining spouse to carry 

out traditional spousal mortuary, pre- and post-burial rites, thereby declaring the enduring nature 

of the union which even death does not nullify.
13
 In this way, perhaps, West African notions of 

marriage clarify and extend the Christian teaching on marriage as indissoluble, and points to the 

mystery that Paul attempts to lift up in Ephesians 5:22ff as he compares the marital union to that 

of Christ and the church.  

The scriptural example of Paul’s pastoral application of Jesus’ teaching on divorce and 

remarriage as a springboard provides an additional avenue for practical interpretation and 

discernment with those contemplating divorce in the West African context. It assures the couple 

that they operate within the bounds of Scripture (a major concern) while at the same time not 

rashly sanctioning divorce. Placing the Scriptures usually adduced as forbidding divorce and 

remarriage in the West African context side by side, the larger corpus of Scripture, following the 

line of our argument, will help to overturn the basic arguments made by both counselors and 

parishioners that subvert couples’ efforts in making decisions about ailing marriages.  

The scriptural teachings on marriage, family, and divorce refracted through Reformed 

lenses and applied to West African contexts admit no divorce with the caveat that since marriage 

in that context transcends the two individuals, concern for the marital unit must not override 

concern for the individuals who constitute the unit. This approach follows the Pauline pastoral 

application already integrated in Scripture where (in practical theological parlance) the context to 

which the text speaks reshapes the text and forges the method that undergirds counseling in 

marriage. Such theological reframing also coincides with the psycho-spiritual ethos of marriage 

in West African contexts because it both ensures familial survival and seeks to accommodate the 
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well-being of wives by the rituals involved in returning them to their birth families without 

negating the validity of the new familial unit forged by the marriage. 

 But when rightly utilized theological insights alone are insufficient to help parishioners in 

ailing marriages with no hope of reconciliation out of their present cul-de-sac, we must develop 

approaches that attend to the psychodynamic facets of the presenting problems, as in the two 

examples cited. Such approaches would help careseekers move forward with intentionality to 

either remain in the marriage or to extricate themselves from their marital commitments, doing 

so as authentic actors in the unfolding drama of their lives rather than as passive actors-upon. 

Jungian psychodynamic principles offer avenues for assessing and retrieving the psychic 

underpinnings of Christian beliefs that may interfere with counseling. Reflecting 

psychodynamically on these dreams, however, yields additional insights that will help the 

counselor support and encourage persons such as Lydia and Abena to pay attention to their 

“selves,”  selves which are already eloquently speaking to them in their dreams. 

  

Pastoral and Practical Implications 

 

Spirituality, whether named or not, is something that all clients carry into therapy, and its 

place and benefits as well as impediments to counseling have been well-documented (Eriksen, 

Marston & Korte, 2002). But spirituality is also mediated by gender, socioeconomic, and cultural 

factors, among others. Usually it is the spirituality of the counselee that impedes the change she 

works toward, but as in most of the context in this paper, spirituality, gender, and cultural factors 

collude to derail pastors as well as careseekers from attaining the goal of counseling, which for 

our discussion is to enable the counselee to discern between several competing options in a 

conflictual marriage. Closed readings of Scripture (which beg for open reading) combine with 

patriarchal ethos and traditionalism to enforce directive counseling and care. The careseekers are 

thus caught in the ambivalent cycle, unable to decide for themselves to stay committed to 

relationships even when they are adulterous and painful for them to handle, or to extricate 

themselves and live with integrity in singleness.  

While dreams are often used as an avenue, especially in more Pentecostal and charismatic 

churches, for diagnosis in counseling (Acolatse, 2002, 2009), the manner of interpretation is still 

informed by the worldview coupled by what is assumed to be the biblical teaching, in this case 

on divorce. In this essay, I have pointed out the thicker prescriptive import of what the Scriptures 

teach about divorce through Reformed lenses as well as through a biblical example of how the 

words of Jesus can be heard anew for different situations. For Abena and Lydia, hearing this 

word anew would mean that they have the authority to be part of the discerning process that 

informs their decisions. Reflecting psychodynamically on these dreams, however, yields 

additional insights that will help the counselor support and encourage them.  

The pastoral counselor informed by the position taken in this paper can follow the 

example of Paul in inviting the ambivalent spouse into the process of discernment in which the 

counselor, guiding her toward a decision, uses a nondirective approach (even if the culture 

expects direction), and refrains from offering advice. Since the ambivalent spouse already feels 

infantilized in the relationship, a nondirective approach, while taxing for the therapist, would 

serve the counselee as it propels her toward the maturity needed to overcome her ambivalence.   

  In utilizing this approach, it is important that the counselor not jettison or minimize the 

interpretations given to a woman such as Abena from the spiritu-cultural perspective. By 

incorporating these interpretations into the psychodynamic insights that attend the reported 
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dreams, Abena is better served. She can function within the culture, living above the confines it 

sets for her rather than against them. Her previous counselors’ interpretations, in which she had 

outwitted death time and again because her strong soul had woken her up before she was added 

to the busload of the dead, can be reframed in such a way as to facilitate her navigation of 

conflicts in her marital relationship and even to negate the commitment that destroys rather than 

gives her life. While the interpretations contain the normal religious imagery of death as a 

transporter, infusing this image with the cultural meaning of her being a person with “sunsum 

dro,” a “strong soul” (which connotes indomitable strength, will, power), can make it the basis 

for encouraging Abena to listen to this same “strong soul” and live into that strength. She may 

thereby name what she wants and be emboldened to refuse to get on to this “bus” of marital 

death, which in many ways would kill her soul. Or she may with this same strength negotiate and 

demand a better marital condition for herself and her spouse. Abena is thus freed by what she 

now hears from the cultural interpretations in tandem with traditional teachings about marriage 

viewed from a psychodynamic perspective, on the one hand, and theological insights gained 

from appropriate understandings of God’s requirements for the vocation of individual and 

marital life, on the other. She is free to navigate the cultural demands placed upon her in her 

marital situation with integrity and without the crippling fear of stigmatization from the culture 

or chastening from spiritual leaders.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Issues of marriage, divorce, and remarriage continue to be thorny problems, especially 

among Christians. For more conservative strands, those coupled with traditional cultural ethos 

and patriarchal arrangements, stigma worsens the anxiety associated in discerning whether to 

stay in or end marriage. Often it is women who are most at risk for intrapsychic trauma and 

counseling (usually from male pastors). Current pastoral practice ignores the fact that they are 

possessors of an interior space from which possible solutions can germinate for their growth 

toward wholeness, whether they remain in the marriage or end it. I have made bold but tentative 

theological claims that I believe will be useful for pastoral counseling in the outlined 

circumstance. I own the possibility that the suggestions and approach elaborated above may not 

have the force or appeal that they should with the culture under investigation, but the most 

important benefit is that they are primed to help the powerless find their voice in counseling and 

recover something of their selfhood, while it holds out the hope for appropriate change in 

theological and pastoral education. 

 

Endnotes 

1.   Extensive discussion on traditional West African spiritual practices as they intersect with 

Christian theology and practice. 

 

2.   In traditional times when the two may not have dated, the extended families may have met 

the bride and groom for the first time at these ceremonies. In the current climate of globalization 

and secularization, a more Eurocentric dating and courtship has displaced what pertained, and so 

the coming out for “approval” and acceptance of each other before the gathering has become a 

mere formality. 
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3. Surprisingly it is older women who advise the younger ones to bear such maltreatment with 

fortitude, since maintaining a marital home is important to the selfhood ascribed to womanhood. 

Especially when there is no fruit from the marriage, leaving it means double shame—

husbandless and childless. What describes woman in the traditional sense is her status as wife 

and mother. For elaborations on the overt and covert messages given to women about their roles, 

see Mercy Amba Oduyoye (1995). It must be noted that many women have found ways to 

navigate the cultural expectations with dignity and integrity and that changes are afoot, 

especially among the formally educated populations as is the case in the West. 

 

4. While there is no theological underpinning for marriage in the Christian sense in traditional 

West African culture, the similarity between the psycho-spiritual and theological basis of 

marriage and divorce lies in their similar appeals to a higher power for both entrance and exit, 

rendering divorce a more fearful idea to contemplate. 

 

5. Ephesians 5 and 1 Pet. are the proof texts usually appealed to for enforcing submission to the 

point of enduring abuse. I recall the story of a lady whose husband ordered her to have several 

abortions while he brought children he had fathered with other women to the house for his wife 

to care for. The Christian counsel she received enjoined her to obey her husband even in this 

matter and trust God to deal with her husband, even though what was being demanded of her 

contravened what she knew of God’s law about taking life.  

 

6. See especially his commentaries on 1 Cor. 11:3 and Gal. 3:28 in which he maintains both the 

place of hierarchical ordering in familial relationships, regardless of the lack of distinction 

between male and female in the penultimate spiritual level (CO 49.474; CO 50.222, 

respectively). 

 

7. His commentary and sermon on Eph. 5:22-26, for instance, underscore his recognition of the 

equality of men and women and their mutual subjection to each other even though his emphasis 

is on equality in sexual matters.  

 

8. Here I have in mind the Thomist doctrine of Appropriation regarding the Trinity in the 

economy of salvation. While all three persons are involved in creation, redemption, and 

sanctification, it is appropriate to assign creation to the Father, redemption to the Son, and 

Sanctification to the Holy Spirit because they held the primary responsibility for the acts for 

which they are named, even though all are involved in all the acts.  

 

9. I believe in both the saying of Iraeneus of Lyons, “The fully alive human being is the glory of 

God,”  as well as the Shorter Catechism’s cardinal question and response: “What is man’s chief 

end? / To know God and to enjoy him forever” (Book of Confessions, 1991). We can safely infer 

that the Church teaches that the individual vocation is of prime importance. 

 

10. Calvin, Sermons…Timothee, 217. 
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11. Here I have in mind the Thomist doctrine of Appropriation regarding the Trinity in the 

economy of salvation.  While all three persons are involved in creation, redemption to the Son, 

and Sanctification to the Holy Spirit because they held the primary responsibility for the acts for 

which they are named, even though all are involved in all the acts. 

 

 

12. See pertinent paragraphs in his Collected Works.  

 

13. This is not unlike the thought that frames a noted Western wedding hymn by William 

Vaughan Jenkins (1900), the last stanza of which reads: “Eternal love with them abide; / In thee 

forever may they hide / For even death cannot divide / Those whom thou makest one.” See 

Methodist Hymnbook (1954) #774 or Baptist Hymnbook (1962) #623, based on John 17:22.  
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